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ABSTRACT

The role of integral data testing and its feedback into the ENDF/B evaluated nuclear data
files are reviewed. The use of the CSEWG reactor benchmarks in the data testing
process is discussed and selected results based on ENDF/B Version VI data are
presented. Finally, recommendations are given to improve the implementation in future
integral data testing of ENDF/B.

1. The Role of Integral Data in Nuclear Data Evaluation

To the reactor designer, integral data testing defines how well target accuracies
are met. To the data evaluator, integral data testing measures the performance of the
evaluated file. Within the evaluation process, integral data can be used in two distinct
ways, depending on whether the data files are to be "adjusted" or "validated". The
former means is clearly the more elegant and the integral results play an active role in
the data specification. The latter is more of an afterthought in which the integral data
play a passive role — simply providing a means of testing the evaluated differential data.
The use of integral measurements in the production of adjusted libraries has been the
subject of numerous scholarly papers.lA Within the structure of CSEWG (the Cross
Secion Evaluation Working Group), the use of integral measurements in the production
of the ENDF/B data files is that of quality assurance of the finished product.
Traditionally with ENDF/B, integral data testing has not been an afterthought portion of
the evaluation process, but rather the culmination of the process. Nevertheless, for either
an adjusted or evaluated data library, the integral data test represents the "bottom line";
it produces bias factors and uncertainties associated with using the data libraries with
specified methods and models.

There are four components of integral data testing: evaluated differential data
files (and their uncertainties); data processing methods (and their uncertainties); integral



measurements (and their uncertainties); and analysis of integral experiments (and its
uncertainties), AH four components are required to produce a C/E
(calculation/experiment) ratio or bias. Likewise, the uncertainties of all four components
are required to determine if the C/E value is meaningful. Obviously, a C/E value close
to unity with a large uncertainty might be either good or fortuitous and might bear very
little information regarding the quality of the evaluated data files,

1.1. Evaluated Differential Data Files

The first of these components is the subject of this Symposium and, though
obviously essential to the process, need not be discussed herein. It should perhaps be
emphasized that the covariance data are also an essential ingredient in understanding the
C/E values. Although these data did not receive formal testing with ENDF/B-V, it is
highly desirable to process and test these data in Version VI.

1.2. Data Processing Methods

With regard to the second component (cross section processing), suffice it to say
"You don't really appreciate the importance of something until you lose it!" Such has
been the case with ENDF/B-VI. Foiled by insufficient support and the new ENDF/B-6
formats, when the time came to "data test" ENDF/B-VI data, it was found that very little
data testing could be done. Only the NJOY code system5 was able to produce some
limited multigroup libraries. Thus, the ENDF/B-VI data files were released with a little
integral data testing, a little sensitivity analysis, and more than a little trepidation.
Historically, ENDF/B data testing has also included sufficient methods comparisons to
understand the "differences" in data processing. Lacking that, current data testing results
still feel preliminary, because it is difficult to quantify the processing uncertainties. This
statement is not intended to slight the NJOY code system, which has produced most of
the ENDF/B-VI data testing results to date and is doing very well with ENDF/B-VI; but
rather, it is intended to highlight the need for additional independent processing methods
such as continuous-energy Monte Carlo.

1.3. Integral Measurements

There are several requirements for integral experiments for data testing. The
integral experiments should span a wide range of data sensitivities. This can be achieved
with a diverse range of material compositions and spectra. The integral experiments
should contain minimal complexity (i.e., clean geometry and simple heterogeneity) in
order to minimize modeling assumptions. The use of integral measurements obtained
frcm various critical facilities and/or with different experimental methods will minimize
the effect of systematic uncertainties. Finally, the integral measurements must include
uncertainty data and covariances in order to be useful.



1.4. Analysis of Integral Measurements

The uncertainty in the calculation of an integral quantity must be small enough
to allow conclusions about the evaluated nuclear data. The calculation methods must
include an appropriate technique for determining the resonance absorption when it is
significant and accurate neutron transport approximations which adequately account for
scattering anisotropy, leakage and heterogeneities. This implies application of an
accurate analytical method to a precise model. In some cases, a homogeneous sphere or
an infinite lattice may be a very precise model of the integral experiment. In such cases,
application of a rigorous analytical method is both accurate and convenient. On the other
hand, a homogeneous spherical model is an analytical leap of faith for a
three-dimensional plate-type critical assembly. Although it might be practical to calculate
an integral parameter with negligibly small methods' uncertainties using the simplified
model, the true methods' uncertainties in the analysis of the integral parameter must
include the methods' uncertainties in generating the simplified model. That is, all of the
modeling approximations and uncertainties in those methods which were applied to the
as-built critical experiment in the derivation of the simplified model become imbedded
in the use of that model, and must be combined with the additional uncertainties
(presumably small) resulting from the analysis of the simplified model. These
uncertainties "inherent" in the use of the simplified model may be large, small or difficult
to assess. The present availability of more rigorous methods (e.g., three-dimensional
transport theory and continuous-energy Monte Carlo with combinatorial geometry) allow
more rigorous modeling in the generation of a benchmark model today, thereby greatly
simplifying the that task and eliminating those uncertainties inherent in the use of a
simplified model.

2. CSEWG Benchmark Models

The CSEWG benchmark models used for integral data testing are specified in
ENDF-202.6 This compilation, which contains benchmark models for fast reactor,
thermal reactor, shielding, fission product and dosimetry data testing, was produced
almost 20 years ago and includes integral measurement data gathered almost 40 years
ago. Although known to be deficient in some areas, it continues to be one of the most
useful single sources of integral data for nuclear data testing, methods' comparisons, and
code validation.

2.1. Fast Reactor Benchmarks

The fast reactor benchmarks include fourteen plutonium fueled assemblies
(JEZEBEL, VERA-11 A, ZPR-3/48, ZEBRA-3, ZPPR-2, ZPR-6/7, ZPR-3/56B, SEFOR,
SNEAK-7A, SNEAK-7B, ZPR-9/31, JEZEBEL-PU, FLATTOP-PU and THOR) and
eleven uranium fueled assemblies (GODIVA, VERA-1B, ZPR-3/6F, ZPR-3/11,
ZPR-3/12, ZEBRA-2, ZPR-6/6A, JEZEBEL-23, BIG TEN, FLATTOP-25 and
FLATTOP-23). This collection includes a diverse range of compositions and geometries



and affords the testing of nuclear data over a range of neutron spectra. A critical review
of this set of benchmarks was presented by Collins et al7 in 1982. Because of the limited
resources applied to data testing in the decade since that review, their conclusions are
still valid today; some bear repeating. Although many of the integral measurements in
ENDF-202 remain of value today (particularly those in the homogeneous cores built at
Los Alamos), much of the data (particulary in the LMFBR criticals) were obtained by
methods now considered inadequate and have lost their usefulness. Examples of such
measurements include fission rates measured by inserting fission chambers into cavities
in the assembly and small sample reactivity worth measurements obtained by oscillating
a small sample through a cavity. Uncertainty data provided with the benchmark values
are often inadequate, and correction factors from the as-built assemblies to the idealized
models are not always complete.

2.2. Thermal Reactor Benchmarks

ENDF-202 contains a series of 36 thermal reactor data testing benchmark
assemblies for the principal fissile and fertile materials. This series includes
homogeneous aqueous assemblies and simple rod lattices. These data are of similar
vintage and quality as the fast reactor benchmark data. However, in most cases the
benchmark testing employs Monte Carlo or transport theory methods, thereby minimizing
modeling approximations. In low enriched uranium benchmarks the resonance
calculation is especially important and is usually responsible for most of the methods'
uncertainty. The report of the benchmark data testing of ENDF/B-V assessed this
integral data base to be good for 235U-H2O systems, but to be poor for the D2O and
plutonium experiments.8 The benchmark specifications are incomplete in characterizing
experimental uncertainties and do not include measurements of the moderator temperature
coefficient of reactivity and Doppler reactivity. A fuel depletion benchmark would also
be useful.

2.3. Shielding Benchmarks

The shielding data testing of ENDF/B relies principally on a series of 12
shielding data testing benchmarks (the SDT series). The first five of this series are
ORNL "broomstick" experiments which provide tests of total cress sections of iron,
oxygen, nitrogen, sodium and stainless steel, respectively. Several of this series are
mockup experiments which are relevant to LMR design and provide tests of transport
through combinations of sodium, iron and steel. Some of the LLL pulsed-sphere
measurements, which test data for neutrons at 14 MeV and are of value for fusion
applications, are included in the shielding data testing series. Additional shielding data
testing benchmarks would be desirable, particularly measurements in concrete and air.



2.4. Other Benchmark Testing

ENDF/B data testing also includes integral tests of fission product, actinide and
dosimetry data.8 T, R. England will be presenting results of integral tests of fission
product and decay data at this Symposium.9

Analysis of the data testing benchmarks in ENDF-202 is certainly the center,
though not the circumference, of the integral testing of ENDF/B. Increasingly, feedback
to evaluators is based on analysis of other (than CSEWG benchmark) integral
measurements. For example, measurements of the I0B(n,He) reaction rate were made
in ZPPR using l0B helium accumulation fluence monitors (HAFMs).10 Calculations using
ENDF/B-IV and -V data yielded C/E values of -0 .93 . Furthermore, C/E discrepancies
for 10B(n,He) in five very different benchmark spectra ranged from 0.86 - 0.91 with
ENDF/B-V.11 (It appears some of this discrepancy will remain with ENDF/B-VI data.)

3. Integral Data Testing with ENDF/B-VI

It is good that integral results with ENDF/B-VI are not the subject of this
Symposium, for data testing results have been very slow in arrival and very limited in
scope. However, because the participants in this Symposium do wish to know the
performance of the Version VI evaluations, a brief synopsis of results is included.

3.1. Fast Reactors

Preliminary results for a series of fast reactor benchmark assemblies have been
generated by R. E. MacFarlane (LANL)12 and R. Q. Wright (ORNL).13 Both sets
utilized Version VI constants prepared by NJOY. These results are in general agreement
with each other (except for the Big-10 assembly) and are in general slightly improved
with the Version VI data (relative to Version V.2). Eigenvalues for all the reflected
assemblies are larger than for the bare assemblies. The eigenvalue for FLATTOP-23 is
very high and unchanged from Version V (^U was not changed for Version VI). For
the ZPR (LMR-type) assemblies, the eigenvalue bias between M5U and M9Pu fuel is not
eliminated, but reversed between Versions V.2 and VI. Changes in the C/E values for
central reaction rate ratios obtained with Version VI (relative to Version V.2) in these
fast assemblies are slightly improved and are more self-consistent. The overprediction
of capture in a8U relative to fission in ^ U (or M9Pu) is reduced by ~4% (or ~ 2 % ,
respectively). The threshold fission ratios tend to be underpredicted (—2-3%),
particularly in the harder spectra.

3.2. Thermal Reactors

Initial benchmark results with ENDF/B Version VI indicate results generally close
to the Version V results, with some results somewhat worse and some improved.
Specifically, the Version VI eigenvalues for low leakage 235U/H2O criticals are



underestimated by -0 .5% (whereas Version V values are close to unity). This appears
to be due to the 23SU thermal data which is less reactive in Version VI. The thermal eta
for ^ U droops in the low thermal range, which should improve the calculation of the
moderator temperature coefficient. The epithermal alpha value for 235U remains low in
ENDF/B-VI. It has decreased for the Version V value, which was low compared to
integral measurements. Furthermore, Version VI data testing results have a trend of
increasing eigenvalues for 23SU/H2O criticals with increasing epithermal fission fraction,
suggesting the 235U resonance evaluation may be too reactive. However, the new
ENDF/B-VI oxygen evaluation increases fast leakage relative to Version V. This change
greatly improves the tendency of calculated eigenvalues to increase with increasing
leakage. The p2i parameter is changed only slightly with Version VI (relative to Version
V) and is still overestimated (by —2%).

3.3. Shielding

Several of the ORNL Broomstick measurements, including iron, oxygen,
nitrogen, and sodium, have now been analyzed with Version VI data. For each of these,
the results are very similar to the Version V results and generally indicate adequate total
cross section data for these materials. The Version VI oxygen data produce some
slightly more discrepant values at higher energies (especially above 6 MeV), whereas the
Version VI nitrogen data display significant discrepancies (as did Version V) in the
valleys of the spectrum at 1.5 and 3.5 MeV.

The Version VI data for iron show dramatic improvements in LWR pressure
vessel dosimetry analysis. Significant differences in the the neutron flux in the reactor
cavity are caused by the new iron data.14 This change in the calculated flux transmission
(shown in Figure 1) with Version VI iron data also produces significant and consistent
improvement in dosimetry measurements made in the reactor cavity.

Preliminary results for the LMR Radial Shield Benchmark from the US-Japan
JASPER Program Radial Shield Experiment also indicate dramatic improvements in C/E
values (for flux) using Version VI data for iron and nB.

4. Summary and Recommendations

The results of ENDF/B-VI data testing are still somewhat preliminary and limited
in scope. This is due both to the general lack of support (funding) for the processing and
testing of the Version VI files and to the considerable difficulty which the changes in
Version VI data and formats have created for the processing codes. Further development
on the processing codes is continuing and additional data testing results are planned. In
the mean time, these initial integral results are already being considered in plans for
future revisions of the Version VI evaluations.
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In addition to resolving the observed discrepancies in the integral comparisons
discussed above, there are several nuclear data areas of current high interest to reactor
designers:

(i) Nuclear data and branching ratios for the minor actinides are very
important for the transuranic (TRU) burning evaluations being
performed worldwide. Delayed neutron properties for the minor
actinides are also important in these studies.

(ii) The current graphite thermal scattering data are known to be poor in
ENDF, The thermal scattering kernels for graphite and the covariance
data on their temperature dependence is an important requirement for
MHTGR design studies,

(iii) Scattering data for fission products are more important in reactor
designs which recycle fission products along with reprocessed fuel.

(iv) For unknown reasons, many criticality safety studies show an alarming
discrepancy between measured and calculated eigenvalues of plutonium
systems.

(v) New fuel designs and burnable poison nuclides are continually being
studied in power reactors. This will require improved data for the
erbium burnup chains, hafnium, gadolium, and possibly other new
absorber nuclides in the future.

(vi) "Burnup credit" for spent fuel reactivity studies require more accurate
data for some fission products after extended storage time.

Current requests from reactor designers are often not for improved data for the "Big 3"
isotopes, but for data to fill a "niche" for a particular application. This omission reflects
not only the progress made over the 6 major releases of the ENDF files for these most
important data, but also the current "climate" of the nuclear industry. There is presently
no demonstration reactor in final safety review or commercialization project trying to set
fuel enrichments. At such a time there will be a need to know the bias and uncertainty
in predicting integral parameters and a need to reduce those uncertainties. There will be
a call for the best available differential data (and its covariances), for the best available
integral data (at its covariances) and for the best design methodologies (with verification
and validation). The feedback of data testing results to the evaluator is an important step
toward that goal.
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